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Abstract
Increasing interest in commercializing functional nanostructured devices heightens the need for cost effective
manufacturing approaches for nanostructures. This paper presents an investigation of a scale-up manufacturing
approach for nanostructures through diamond turning using a nanoscale multi-tip diamond tool (four tip tool with tip
width of 150 nm) fabricated by focused ion beam (FIB). The manufacturing capacity of this new technique is
evaluated through a series of cutting trials on copper substrates under different cutting conditions (depth of cut
100–500 nm, spindle speed 12–120 rpm). The machined surface roughness and nanostructure patterns are measured
by using a white light interferometer and a scanning electron microscope, respectively. Results show that the form
accuracy and integrity of the machined nanostructures were degraded with the increase of the depth of cut and the
cutting speed. The burr and the structure damage are two major machining defects. High precision nano-grooves
(form error of bottom width < 6.7 %) was achieved when a small depth of cut of 100 nm was used (spindle speed =
12 rpm). Initial tool wear was found at both the clearance cutting edge and the side edges of tool tips after a cutting
distance of 2.5 km. Moreover, the nanometric cutting process was emulated by molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations. The research findings obtained from MD simulation reveal the underlying mechanism for machining
defects and the initialization of tool wear observed in experiments.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

Keywords: nanometric cutting; multi-tip tool; nanostructure; molecular dynamics; processing parameters;
machining defect.
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1.

Introduction

Fabrication of periodic micro/nanostructures has drawn great interest in recent years due to their
applications in diverse research fields including optics and electronics, solar energy, cell biology,
bioengineering and medical science [1-3]. Numerous nanofabrication techniques including optical and
electron beam lithography, focused ion beam (FIB) milling, nanoimprinting, femtosecond laser machining
have been developed up to date to produce nanostructured devices/materials. However, the extent of these
techniques to mass-production of nanostructures in industrial scale for the commercialization of
functional nanostructured devices is limited. This is due to the inherent limitations of these techniques,
particularly the complex processing step, low processing efficiency or high operational costs.
Diamond turning using multi-tip single crystal diamond tools is a new promising approach to the
fabrication of micro/nanostructures by directly replicating micro/nano structures pre-fabricated on the tip
of diamond tools onto work substrate surfaces. Periodic micro grooves [4], arrays [5], and diffraction
gratings [6] have been successfully obtained by using micro multi-tip tools fabricated by FIB (with tool
tip dimensions ranging from 15 µm to 100 µm). Recently, nano-gratings with pitch of 150 nm can be
generated by this technique when using nanoscale multi-tip diamond tools [7, 8]. Owing to the
unprecedented merits of high throughput, one-step, and highly flexible precision capabilities, diamond
turning using nanoscale multi-tip diamond tools has led to the hope for breaking the technical bottleneck
for scale-up manufacturing of nanostructures.
Nevertheless, the formation mechanism of nanostructures in using this technique as well as the relationship
between the processing parameters and the integrity and accuracy of nanostructures replicated on work
substrates remain unclear, which has become a significant barrier to realize the deterministic
nanomanufacturing capability. As the tools and the machined structures are in a range of sub-microns or
even dozens of nanometres, even tiny (nanometre level) machining defects can degrade the form accuracy
of the machined nanostructures. In-depth understanding of the machining process, especially knowing the
nanomanufacturing capability under different cutting conditions is of great significance to fully explore the
advance of this technique.
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On the other hand, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been effectively used to address some
fundamental issues related to nanometric cutting of copper such as the emulation of the material removal
process [9], the cutting heat generated at different cutting speeds [10], the effect of depth of cut [11] and
feed rate [9], and the role of friction on tool wear [12, 13]. Recently, the difference of machining
nanostructures between using single tip and multi-tip diamond cutting tools has also been reported [14, 15].
In order to bridge the gap between the atomistic and continuum scale, multi-scale modelling method has
been developed by hybridizing the FE and MD simulations [16]. These studies have made significant
contributions towards the in-depth understanding of the mechanism of nanometric cutting of copper.
However, no comprehensive experimental study or theoretical models have been developed, for
nanometric cutting, to systematically study the processing technology when using nanoscale multi-tip
diamond tools.
This paper therefore reports a series of nanometric cutting trials on copper substrates (under 15 different
cutting conditions) using a nanoscale multi-tip diamond tool fabricated by FIB. The focus will be on the
influence of operational parameters on the accuracy and the integrity of machined nanostructures as well as
the tool wear. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were carried out to gain atomistic insight into the
work material behaviours during the nanometric cutting process, and to reveal the underlying mechanism
for machining defects and the initialization of tool wear observed in experiments.

2.

Experimental setup and machining conditions

2.1 Experimental setup
The nanometric face cutting of an oxygen free copper (OFC) wafer (diameter = 50 mm, thickness = 10 mm)
were conducted on a diamond turning machine (Precitech Nanoform 250). The procedure of the diamond
turning using the nanoscale multi-tip diamond tool and the fabricated samples are illustrated in figure 1.
Three diamond cutting tools were used in the experiment. Before the multi-tip tool cutting, a flat copper
substrate surface was prepared by face diamond turning using two normal diamond tools. One
conventional roughing tool was used for rough cutting of the copper surface. After the rough cutting, a
controlled waviness diamond tool was used to generate the surface with mirror finish. The cutting fluid
(CLAIRSOL 330 special kerosine) was applied in these steps.
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The nanoscale multi-tip diamond tool (four tips) was then used to generate nano-grooves on the flat copper
surface. The multi-tip tool was fabricated on a FIB instrument (FEI Quanta3D FEG) using the divergence
compensation method proposed by Sun et al. [7, 17]. The tool had a tip height of 589.8 nm, a tip width of
152.9 nm and a tip base width of 458.5nm with the tip distance being 706 nm (as shown in figure 1 and
figure 11 (a)). The geometrical features of the cutting tools are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Geometrical features of the cutting tools used in the cutting trials.
Tool nose

Rake angle

Clearance

Cutting edge

radius (mm)

(°)

angle (°)

radius

Roughing tool

0.5 mm

0°

10°

Standard

Controlled waviness tool

0.5 mm

0°

10°

Standard

Nanoscale Multi-tip tool

—

0°

10°

40 nm

FIB milling technique
(FEI Quanta 3D FEG)
2 μm

Nanoscale multi-tip single
Single crystal diamond tool

crystal diamond tool
Ultra precision face
diamond cutting
(Precitech Nanoform 250)

Nanostructured
surface with functions

Nanostructures
Figure 1: Procedure of diamond turning using nanoscale multi-tip diamond tools.
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2.2 Plan for the multi-tip tool cutting
Three spindle speeds tested were 12 rpm (low), 60 rpm (medium), and 120 rpm (high). For each spindle
speed, the value of depth of cut was set at five different levels, from 100 nm to 500 nm with an increment
of 100 nm. The parameters are listed in Table 2.
The machined surface roughness and the nanostructure pattern were measured by using a white light
interferometer (Form TalySurf CCI 3000) and a scanning electron microscope integrated in the FIB
system respectively.
Table 2: Operational variables and their levels in face diamond turning trials.
Radius of

speed

start point

(rpm)

(mm)

100

12

2nd

200

3rd

No. of

Depth of

cutting

cut

cut (nm)

1st

Group A

Group B

Group C

3.

Spindle

Face

Cutting

Feed rate

speed (m/s)

(µm/re)

23.0

0.02890

9

12

22.5

0.02827

9

300

12

22.0

0.02765

9

4th

400

12

21.5

0.02702

9

5th

500

12

21.0

0.02639

9

6th

100

60

19.0

0.11938

9

7th

200

60

18.5

0.11624

9

8th

300

60

18.0

0.11310

9

9th

400

60

17.5

0.10996

9

10th

500

60

17.0

0.10681

9

11th

100

120

15.0

0.18850

9

12th

200

120

14.5

0.18221

9

13th

300

120

14.0

0.17593

9

14th

400

120

13.5

0.16965

9

15th

500

120

13.0

0.16336
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MD simulation

3.1 Geometric model for MD simulation
The MD simulation model developed for the study of nanometric cutting using a nanoscale multi-tip
diamond tool was shown in figure 2. The geometry of the tool tips was built according to the shape of the
multi-tip tool tips fabricated by FIB. The tool had a tip width Wa of 3a1 (a1 = 3.567 Å), a tip base width Wf
of 9a1, a tool rake angle α of 0º, a tool clearance angle β of 10º, a tip angle θ of 14º, and a cutting edge
radius r of 5a1. To save the computational time, a double-tip nanoscale diamond tool with the tool tip
5

distance L of 14a1 was employed in present work to represent the nanoscale multi-tip diamond tool (as
shown in figure 2(a)). All the tool tips have round cutting edges (a radius r of 5a1) as shown in figure 2
(b). The workpiece has a dimension of 50a2 × 80a2 × 40a2 (a2 = 3.615 Å) and consists of boundary layer
and thermostat layer with thicknesses of 2a2 and 3a2, respectively. Both the nanocrystalline workpiece
and the diamond cutting tool were modelled as deformable bodies. The three orientations of the
workpiece are [1 0 0], [0 1 0] and [0 0 1] in the X, Y and Z directions (as shown in figure 2 (c)). Free
boundary conditions are applied in all directions. The cutting tools are applied along the [-1 0 0] direction
on the (0 0 1) surface of the copper. The other computational parameters used in the MD simulations are
summarized in Table 3.
(b)

(a)
Wf

(c)

L

θ

r
β

Z
Y

X

Wa
Figure 2: Molecular dynamics simulation model. (a) Front view of the multi-tip tool model; (b) right hand end
elevation of the multi-tip tool model; and (c) nanometric cutting model.
Table 3: Simulation parameters of MD nanometric cutting model.
Workpiece materials

Copper

Workpiece dimensions

50a2 ×80a2 × 40a2 (a2 = 3.615 Å)

number of atoms

714,707

Time step

1 fs

Initial temperature

293 K

Depth of cut (cutting speed = 200 m/s)

2.0 nm, 2.5 nm, 3.0 nm, 3.5 nm, 4.0 nm

Cutting speed (depth of cut = 2.0 nm)

10 m/s, 50 m/s, 100 m/s, 160 m/s, 200 m/s, 250 m/s

3.2 Potential functions for MD Simulation

In nanometric cutting, hybrid potential functions can be used to describe the interactions between the
tool and the workpiece and represent the physical properties of each atoms type being simulated, such
as its elastic constants and lattice parameters. For the Cu–Cu interaction the embedded atom method
6

(EAM) potential proposed by Foiles et al. [18] was used since it has been successfully used in description
of metal materials [10] as shown in the following equation:
n

Eeam   F i (   (r ij )) 
i

j i

i

1
  (r ij )
2 ij ,i  j ij

(1)

where the Eeam is the total energy of the atomistic system which comprises summation over the atomistic
aggregate of the individual embedding energy Fi of atom i and the pair potential 𝜙𝑖𝑗 between atom i and
its neighboring atom j. The lower case superscripts i and j refer to different atoms, 𝑟 𝑖𝑗 is the distance
between the atoms i and j, and 𝜌𝑖 (𝑟 𝑖𝑗 ) is the electron density of the atom i contributed by atom j.
For C-C atoms, we adopted Tersoff potential [19, 20] and computed as follows:

1
Etersoff   f C (rij )[ f R (rij ) bij f A (rij )]
2 i j

(2)

where Etersoff is the bond energy of all the atomic bonds, i, j label the atoms of the system, rij is the length of
the ij bond, bij is the bond order term, fR is a two-body term and fA includes the three-body interactions. fC
merely represents a smooth cutoff function to limit the range of the potential.
The Morse potential function [21] was used to describe the interaction between Cu-C and the total energy
Emorse is expressed as:

Emorse   D0 e 2 ( r rp )  2e  ( r rp ) 

(3)

ij

where r is the instantaneous distance between atoms i and j. The cohesion energy D0, the elastic modulus α,
and the equilibrium bond distance rp are 0.087eV, 5.14 Å-1, and 2.05 Å respectively.
3.3 MD simulation setup
MD simulations were implemented by using an open source code—LAMMPS [22] compiled on a high
performance computing (HPC) workstation using 32 cores. The systems were controlled by NVE
ensemble. Before cutting, 85,000 computing time steps were carried out to freely relax the system to 293
K. During cutting, the thermostat atoms were kept at a constant temperature of 293 K using the velocity
scaling method to perform the heat dissipation [9]. The cutting speed is applied on the boundary atoms of
the cutting tool. The visualization of atomistic configurations was realized by VMD (Visual Molecular
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Dynamics) software. The colour scheme of centro-symmetry parameter (CSP) value [14, 23] is indicated
in Table 4. The atomistic equivalent temperature [15] was employed to analysis the cutting temperature
distributions under different cutting conditions.
Table 4. The default value of atomic defects structure in CSP [14].
CSP value (P)
3<P<5
5<P<8
8< P <21.5
P> 21.5

4.

Lattice Structure
Partial dislocation
Stacking fault
Surface atoms
Surface edge atoms

Represent Atoms Colour
Cyan
Blue
Orange
Grey

Results and discussions

4.1 Nanostructures formed under different cutting conditions

As shown in figure 3 (a), the surface roughness Sa of the copper substrate was 1.85 nm prepared by the
face diamond turning. The surface was then machined by the nanoscale multi-tip tool. The SEM images
of machined nano-grooves under different depths of cut are shown in figure 4. In general, the periodic
nanostructures pre-fabricated on the diamond tool tip were successfully replicated on the copper surface
when the depths of cut of 100 nm and 200 nm were used. As shown in figure 4 (a), the measured bottom
widths of the nano-grooves generated under the depth of cut 100 nm are ranged from 142.3 nm to 150.2
nm, which are slightly less than the tool tip width of 152.9 nm. The deviation is mainly due to the elastic
recovery of the work material after the tool tip released from the surface [7, 14]. Moreover, the surface
roughness Sa of the region between each cutting pass was found to be slightly increased to 2.50 nm (as
shown in figure 3 (b)), which is mainly caused by the material squeezed from the adjacent cutting passes.
The form accuracy and integrity of the machined nano-grooves were found to be degraded with the
increase of depth of cut. Visiable side burrs were observed when the depth of cut was equal or larger than
300 nm (figure 4 (c)). Structure damage was found when a depth of cut of 400 nm was used (figure 4 (d)).
The results indicate that there exists an upper limit of depth of cut when machining nano-grooves using
nanoscale multi-tip diamond tools.
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(a)

(b)

Parameters calculated on the surface before cutting
(form removed, polynomial of order 2)

Parameters calculated on the surface after cutting (form
removed, polynomial of order 2)

Amplitude Parameters:
Sa = 0.0018541 μm
Sq = 0.0023312 μm
Sz = 0.019278 μm

Amplitude Parameters:
Sa = 0.0025008 μm
Sq = 0.0031812 μm
Sz = 0.019631 μm

Figure 3: The surface roughness of workpiece (a) before nanoscale multi-tip tool cutting, and (b) after
nanoscale multi-tip tool cutting (the lens was focused on the surface region between each cutting pass).
(a)

(b)
150.2 nm
146.2 nm

142.3 nm

150.2 nm

Burrs

(d)

(c)
Side flow

Structure
damage

Burrs

Figure 4: SEM images of nano-grooves machined using different depth of cut. (a) 100 nm; (b) 200 nm; (c)
300 nm; (d) 400 nm. (Spindle speed = 12 rpm, feed rate = 9 μm/re).

The SEM images of nanostructures machined at different spindle speeds are shown in figure 5 (depth of
cut = 100 nm). The results show that the form accuracy of the machined nano-grooves degrades with the
increase of the cutting speed. No visible defect was found in the case of spindle speed being 12 rpm and
60 rpm. However, side burrs were observed when the spindle speed increased to 120 rpm. A similar
cutting speed effect was observed when a depth of cut of 200 nm was used (figure 6). Under a large depth
9

of cut of 300 nm (figure 7), the increase of cutting speed finally resulted in a seriously structure damage.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the burr and the structure damage are the two major types of
machining defects when improper processing parameters are used in nanoscale multi-tip tool cutting. The
atomistic insight into the work material behaviour responsible for the formation of the machining defects
will be discussed in the next section.
(b)

(a)

(c)
burrs

burrs

Figure 5: SEM images of nano-grooves machined under different spindle speeds. (a) 12 rpm; (b) 60 rpm;
(c) 120 rpm. (Depth of cut = 100 nm, feed rate = 9 μm/re).

(a)

(b)

(c)
burrs
burrs

burrs

Figure 6: SEM images of nano-grooves machined under different spindle speeds. (a) 12 rpm; (b) 60 rpm;
(c) 120 rpm. (Depth of cut = 200 nm, feed rate = 9 μm/re).

(b)

(a)

(c)
burrs
Structure
damage

burrs

Figure 7: SEM images of nano-grooves machined under different spindle speeds. (a) 12 rpm; (b) 60 rpm;
(c) 120 rpm. (Depth of cut = 300 nm, feed rate = 9 μm/re).

4.2 Atomistic observation of nanostructures formation process
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4.2.1.

Effect of depth of cut

The MD simulation results of machined nanostructures under different depths of cut (cutting speed = 200
m/s) are shown in figure 8. For better comparison, a ratio of depth of cut to tip height (d/h) was employed
when comparing the simulation results with experimental results. The quality of the machined
nanostructures was characterized by both the form accuracy of the machined nanostructures in depth
direction and the thickness of the deformed layers. The form error was calculated by the deviation of the
depth of machined nano-groove to the design dimension. As shown in figure 8 (a), two nano-grooves
were successfully generated when a depth of cut of 2.0 nm (d/h = 0.46) was applied. However, as evident
from figures 8 (b)-(e), the form accuracy is degraded with the further increase of the depth of cut.
Apparent side burrs were observed on both edges of the machined nano-grooves. The form divergence of
nano-grooves in the depth direction is 4.0% when a depth of cut of 2.5 nm was used. It increased to 8.6%
when cutting under a depth of cut of 3.5 nm.
Moreover, the wedge of the cutting tool resulted in material pile-ups around the tool tips. Visible material
bulge between the machined nano-grooves was found when a depth of cut of 2.5 nm was used (figure 8
(b)), which mainly due to the overlap effect of the multi-tip tool cutting [8]. However, with further
increase of the depth of cut, the height of bulge reduced and it disappeared when a depth of cut of 3.5 nm
(d/h = 0.81) was applied (figure 8 (d)). Apparently structure damage was found when a depth of cut of 4.0
nm (d/h = 0.93) was used (figure 8 (e)).
The thicknesses of the deformed layer when using different depths of cut are shown in the middle column
of figure 8. Significant dislocation pile-ups were observed beneath the tool tips. The larger the depth of
cut, the larger the range of the deformed layer and the dislocations pile-ups were observed. The
dislocation pile-ups would result in local strengthening of the work material in the normal direction. The
resistance force makes work materials in front of each tip and between the tips flow up [8, 14]. This trend
resulted in the built up volume of each cutting tip to merge into one big chip as shown in figures 8 (c)-(e).
Due to the emergence of the chip merging, the volume of chip and the height of the tool-chip separation
point significantly increased. When the static friction force between the sides of tool tip and the
workpiece is large enough, adhesion slip takes place, and results in burrs and structure damages between
the tool tips.
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Deformed
layer

2.0 nm
Bulge of
material

Material side flow

(a) 2.0 nm (d/h = 0.46)

Deformed
layer

2.4 nm

Bulge of
material

Material side flow

(b) 2.5 nm (d/h = 0.58)
Chip
merging
Deformed
layer

2.8 nm
Side burr
Dislocation pile-ups

Material side flow

(c) 3.0 nm (d/h = 0.70)
Structure damage

Chip
merging
Deformed
layer

3.2 nm
Side burr

Material side flow

Dislocation pile-ups

(d) 3.5 nm (d/h = 0.81)
Structure damage

Chip
merging
3.7 nm

Deformed
layer

Side burr

Material side flow
Dislocation pile-ups

(e) 4.0 nm (d/h = 0.93)

Figure 8: MD simulation results of machined nano-grooves (left), the cross-sectional views of deformed
layers (middle), and the cross-sectional views of machined nano-grooves (right) under different depths of
cut (cutting speed = 200 m/s): (a) 2.0 nm, (b) 2.5 nm, (c) 3.0 nm, (d) 3.5 nm, (e) 4.0 nm.
In principle, a small depth of cut is a necessary condition of improving the machining precision [24]. The
research findings from this work indicate that this rule also applies for the nanoscale multi-tip diamond
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tool cutting. In the experimental work (figure 4), the visible structure damage are observed when the
depth of cut is equal and larger than 400 nm (d/h = 0.67). In the MD simulation, the critical value of d/h
for which the onsets of structure damage is 0.81. It is slightly larger than the experimental result which
mainly due to the ideally perfect single crystal structure of copper material and the cutting tool assumed
in the MD simulation model.
4.2.2.

Effect of cutting speed

In order to obtain in-depth understanding of the effect of cutting speed observed in the experiments, MD
simulations of a nanometric cutting process were performed over a wide range of cutting speeds (10–250 m/s)
using the same depth of cut of 2.0 nm.
As shown in figure 9, nano-grooves were indicated when the cutting speed was lower than 160 m/s. Although
the tiny bulge of materials was observed when the cutting speed increase to 100 m/s, visible side burrs were
found when a cutting speed of 250 m/s was applied (figure 9 (e)). Moreover, dislocation pile-ups were found
when the cutting speed was equal or higher than 160 m/s (right column of figure 9). This phenomenon
indicates that the overlap effect took place when a high cutting speed was used.
Figure 10 summarizes the distributions of local cutting temperatures under different cutting speeds. As
expected, the range of the high temperature region (> 450 K) significantly increases with the cutting speed.
The high cutting temperature indicated in the high speed cutting softened the work material at the cutting zone
and extended the range of material plastic deformation zone, which finally resulted in the overlap effect
between the tool tips and the formation of the side burr. Although the cutting speeds used in the MD
simulations are still higher than the cutting speeds applied in the experiments, the trend of the cutting speed
effect obtained from MD simulations agreed with the experimental results qualitatively. The form accuracy of
the machined nano-grooves degraded with the increase of cutting speed.
Nevertheless, it is noted that the cutting speed effect was found to be insignificant when a small depth of cut of
100 nm was used (figure 5). In the MD simulations, the form errors of the machined nanostructures in depth
direction are all less than 5% for the cutting speed applied. Visible side burrs were observed only when the
dislocation pile-ups took place. Thus it is predicted that, in nanoscale multi-tip tool cutting, there is a critical
cutting speed below which the overlap effect can be ignored in machining nanostructures under a certain
acceptable accuracy.
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(a) 10 m/s

(b) 50 m/s

Bulge of
materials
(c) 100 m/s

Bulge of

Dislocation

materials

pile-ups

(d) 160 m/s

Burrs

Dislocation
pile-ups

(e) 200 m/s

Burrs

Dislocation
pile-ups

(f) 250 m/s

Figure 9: The MD simulation results of nano-grooves formed under the studied cutting speeds. (a) 10 m/s; (b)
50 m/s; (c) 100 m/s; (d) 160 m/s; (e) 200 m/s; (f) 250 m/s. The left column shows the surface of machined
nano-grooves; the middle column shows the cross-sectional view of formed nano-grooves; the right column
shows the inside view of the dislocation distribution under the cutting tool tips.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 10: Temperature distribution under different cutting speeds. (a) 10 m/s; (b) 50 m/s; (c) 100 m/s; (d) 160
m/s; (e) 200 m/s; (f) 250 m/s.

4.3 Observation of tool wear
The SEM images of the nanoscale multi-tip tool before and after cutting are shown in figure 11. Unlike
the conventional single tip diamond tool cutting where the initial tool wear was mostly found at the
clearance face near the tool cutting edges, the tool wear in the multi-tip tool cutting was found on both the
clearance face and the sides of the tool tips after a cutting distance of 2.5 km. No visible wear marks were
observed at the rake face of the tool tips. The measured tip distance enlarged from 706 nm to 743 nm
because of the wear on the sides of the tool tips. The main reason of tool wear is that for multi-tip tool
cutting, the nanostructures are formed synchronously within a single cutting pass. The sides of the tool
tips are involved in the formation of nanostructures. The compressive stress produced at the sides of the
tool tips increases in the friction between the tool tip and workpiece, and thus results in the initiation of
15

tool wear in this region.
Moreover, the tool wear is closely related to the local cutting temperature [13, 25, 26]. Figures 12 (a)-(c)
show the temperature distributions of tool tips under different depths of cut. It is found that the
temperature was uniformly distributed at the tool tip when a small depth of cut of 2.0 nm was used.
However, a high local temperature (> 620 K) was generated both at the cutting edges and the side edges
of the tool tips when cutting under a depth of cut of 3.0 nm. Similar results were observed when the depth
of cut increased to 4.0 nm. This high local temperature would soften the C-C bonds strength and
accelerate the tool wear process in these regions. In addition, it has been shown in figure 10 that a high
cutting speed will apparently increase the cutting temperature at the cutting zone. It is thus anticipated
that the tool wear rate will increase with the cutting speed as well.
Theoretically, the tool wear happens in force machining and the wear during the machining of a single
part should not exceed the allowable limit [24]. The present study, for the first time, provides the
significant information about the initial tool wear of the nanoscale multi-tip diamond tool during the
nanometric cutting. More research work are need to be carried out in the future to obtain sufficient data
base for building a rigorous tool-life management and predication programme.

(b)

(a)
459 nm

706 nm
743 nm

153 nm

568 nm

590 nm

2 μm

(c)

2 μm

1 μm

422 nm
143 nm

Figure 11: SEM images of the nanoscale multi-tip diamond tool. (a) SEM image of the tool before
cutting; (b) SEM image of the tool cutting edges after cutting; and (c) a close up view of the shape of tool
tips after cutting.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 12: MD simulation results of the temperature distributions on the nanoscale multi-tip diamond
tools for different depths of cut. (a) 2 nm; (b) 3.0 nm; and (c) 4.0 nm.

To sum up, due to the limitation of current computational power, performing molecular dynamics (MD)
simulation on nanometric cutting with the same physical size and small cutting speed used in experiments
remains a big challenge, especially for the large scale MD model built in present work. From
experimental side, difficulty has been the limitations of using FIB to fabricate multi-tip diamond tool in
several nanometers. It is also lack of detection equipment to capture the transient process of defects
formation in nanometric cutting. However, this does not affect our analysis on the general nature of
multi-tip tool machining. In this study, the tip geometry of the tool model is a scaled down version of the
tool used in experiments. The ratio of depth of cut to tool tip height (d/h) was employed as indicator when
comparing the MD simulation results with the experiments. By considering these geometrical details, the
simulation results of the formation of machining defects and tool wear were qualitatively compared with
the experimental results. The tendency observed from the simulation is in good agreement with the
experimental results. The research findings obtained from the MD simulations help interpret the
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underlying mechanisms for the machining defects as well as the tool wear during nanometric multi-tip
tool cutting process. The present analysis will be valuable to any nanomanufacturing practice where a
nanoscale multi-tip diamond tool is used.

5.

Conclusions

In this work, experimental studies have been carried out to investigate the nanomanufacturing capacity of
using a nanoscale multi-tip diamond tool in conjunction with MD simulations. The conclusions are drawn
as follows:
(1)

The operational parameters significantly affect the quality of machined nanostructures. High

precision nanostructures were successfully produced by face diamond cutting under a depth of cut of 100
nm and a spindle speed of 12 rpm.
(2)

Under the studied cutting conditions, the burr and the structure damage are the two major types of

the machining defects. The MD simulations indicated that with the increase of the depth of cut and the
cutting speed, the increasing overlap effect between tool tips is responsible for the formation of side burrs
and structural damages.
(3)

The tool wear is initially found at both the clearance cutting edge and the side edges of tool tips

after a cutting distance of 2.5 km. The friction produced at the sides of the tool tips and the relatively high
local cutting temperature distributed at the tool cutting edges are responsible for the tool wear.
(4)

An optimization of the cutting condition, by which the overlap effect can be ignored in the

nanostructures generation process, is recommended in the future work to achieve high performance
machining of nanostructures when using nanoscale multi-tip diamond tools.
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